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 Indumathi made a substantial impact on readers with her serialized novel Tharaiyil 

Irangum Vimanangal back in the 1970’s .Known for her bold, occasionally controversial 

themes she occupies an eminent position in contemporary Tamil women writing touching 

emphatically on social issues and gender issues. Her stories have a vein of feminism where 

her women protagonists are stubborn and protect the norms of womanhood. Her writings 

bring changes in the society by creating social awareness. Her works focus on gender as 

well as caste discrimination. Ms. Indumathy’s novels have a strong note of feminism as 

seen in Asoka Vanam, Kan Simitum Minminigal, Oru Nimidam Thea and Viralodu Veenai 

some of her better known novels. She was in sync with the overall contemporary women 

writing scenario in Tamil, which focuses on social awareness. When it comes to gender 

hierarchy women tread very carefully since they may not be received too well by their 

readers if they deviate too much from the accepted notions.  Some readers with a traditional 

bent of mind may not appreciate if the author is to open in her criticism of time tested 

patriarchal ideas. Writers like her have to tackle readers with kid gloves.  

Indumathy’s novel Tharaiyil Irangum Vimanangal describes the frustrations and 

disappointments that dog the typical middle class family. The particular milieu she 



describes does not hold much promise. She transforms an ordinary tale into one that is 

extraordinary through her deft handling of characters and incidents. Parasu the elder son of 

Jagannathan is forced to take up a job to support his family.  He has to give up his hopes 

of higher studies and also settle down in marriage to a girl chosen by his family. Viswam 

his younger brother has literary ambitions.  He is contemptuous of his brother for giving in 

to pressure. As the novel progresses, he is forced to make a lot of mental adjustments. The 

Indumathy’s novel makes us look very carefully at the everyday problems that beset a 

normal family where every day one is forced to make small sacrifices, sacrifices that go 

unnoticed even by your near and dear ones. A sense of filial duty drives most young men 

to give up their hopes and dreams. Here we have Parasu giving up his dreams of higher 

studies and settling down to a safe and secure government job. Viswam his younger brother 

also dreams big, but when reality hits, he is forced to understand life as it really is.   

He noticed the girl from the corner house, walking to the typewriting institute with 

a rolled white sheet in her hand…. Parasu felt a lump in his throat. The different 

Parasu he had created in his imaginary world now mocked at him. Dr. Parasu threw 

down his stethoscope. Advocate Parasu tore his black gown to pieces. Parasu the 

air traveller and Parasu the Chief Executive …. All of them disappeared, He was 

alone, unable to make his own decision and forced to follow his father’s commands. 

Parasu joined the typewriting institute.   (Surrendered Dreams)  

The last line is very telling and effective and drives home the sad truth that many a dream 

is shattered by the cruel hand of destiny.  Ms. Indumathy’s innovative use of language 

technique and strong delineation of the women characters are her strong points. Her vibrant 

use of language has made her contribution to Tamil literature immeasurable. Her nuanced 

writings cover issues of man – woman relationships and throe light of the dissolution of 

human values. She wrote on a wide range of issues such as the urban middle class, women 

in revolt, the confrontation between the traditional and the modern way of life and the 

changes this necessitated.  Most of the writers of this period wrote about the status of 

women and the threat of urbanization on the individual. Since the 1970’s magazines have 

proliferated and today they have as strong hold on the cultural life of Tamilnadu. These 

writers have the objective of placing literature against the backdrop of the harsh realities 



of life. They are possessed of lucidity, sincerity and a balance between social purpose and 

art. They draw upon the Tamil Psyche with its innate preoccupation with the philosophical 

quest and a sense of family bonding. Indumathy’s style could best be described as 

understated and evokes the charm and elusiveness of day-to-day life of the middle class. 

They never overreact; they operate within a narrow field of experience, but at the same 

time they represent the entirety of the Tamil culture. Her concern is the psychological 

implications of human relationships and of economic situations. This intertwining of 

tradition and modernity is one of the hallmarks of her writing. She is unable to come to 

terms with what she perceives to be the changing plight of women in society. Her writings 

examine crisis situations in society and in personal lives in the face of a fast changing 

world. She looks at tradition with a lot of nostalgia and warmth. She is sensitive to the 

issues that confront contemporary society.  

Manian, in his foreword to her novel Tharaiyil IrangumVimanangal says that Ms. 

Indumathy appears to think in English and write in Tamil. Her work is interspersed with a 

number of English words like ‘commerce’, ‘surrounding’, ‘issue’ etc. But this does not in 

any way disturb the reader. This code, switch adds spice to her writing. The characters 

come to life as we read. They are people you could come across every day; the typical boy-

next-door type. They are people you could bump into any public place therefore you free 

a sort of closeness with them. One interesting aspect of the novel is that while her characters 

appear to be very down to earth they still possess some individual characteristic which 

makes them special and different from the ordinary. Some of the scenes in the novel really 

stand out as they are expressive of many myriad emotions- Love, Anger, Compassion, 

Helplessness is kaleidoscopically presented but the overall effect does not jar with you. 

Some simple passages remain etched in your mind like the passage where she speaks of 

the bullock carts passing by with eh lamps hung below emitting a serene light and the 

crunching of the wheels on the graveled road as rhythmically enticing. The novel first 

appeared as a serialized story, but you do not have the usual suspense ending for every 

chapter.  Some readers may feel a sense of disappointment at this. But the discerning reader 

will have a lot to enjoy and appreciate in this book. The author herself explains the concept 

behind the title of her novel. Life does not remain idle or stay grounded one would  soar 



high like an airplane but still have to come back to firm ground sometime as one cannot 

always remain suspended in the air. In this travel, we come across several passengers who 

leave a small impression on our minds. We must view the whole thing as little experiences 

which make up the portrait of life. The author further adds in the foreword to her novel that 

readers had identified themselves with one or another of her characters in the novel either 

Viswam. Or Parasu or Rukmini or Akila this made them take on life’ challenges with a 

more positive outlook when they knew that they were not alone in such a misfortune. She 

gathered this from the flood of fan mail that used to arrive almost every day from her ardent 

readers. She exults in the view that her forays into a realistic portrayal of characters has 

gone down so well with her readers.  Real characters dealt with in a real manner have been 

her success formula as far as this novel is concerned. Ms. Indumathy had always believed 

that authenticity in characterization was a good sign. The success of this novel is proof that 

they were a number of people who held a similar view. In her foreword to the novel she 

refrains from elucidating further on her novel as she feels that the novel speaks for itself. 

The title of the novel itself is different and conjures up a visual in the readers’ mind the 

sight of an airplane slowly making its descent will make any on looker happy. It will buoy 

up your spirits as much as the sight of an airplane that is aloft would. Ms. Indumathy is 

glad that she has been instrumental in providing this joy to her readers.  

The novel Tharaiyil Irangum Vimanangal was serialized in a popular Tamil magazine, the 

Ananda Vikatan. The first episode of the serialized novel gave a promise of what was to 

follow. The author has a penchant for little details. Viswam, an important character in the 

novel, is given minute instructions as to who he has to meet, how he should introduce 

himself, and if he was not recognized, how he should prompt the person to remember who 

had sent him. These details make her stand out as a novelist who has understood the pulse 

of the readers. Again going back to the first chapter we see how Ms. Indumathy takes joy 

in describing the scene which Visvam finds himself in while waiting to meet the person in 

that office. Her detailed description reminds one of the English writers like Hawthorne or 

a Goldsmith. Viswam observed the little squirrels chasing one another in sport. A black 

raven crow walked the length of the corridor towards him jauntily and then flew away. 

This audacity made him smile. A stone bench was seen in the distance and it appeared as 



if the bench was saying ‘come and sit on me’. Viswam pondered if he could go and sit 

there and watch the play of the sunbeams filtering through trees on the floor shining like 

pieces of silver. Viswam felt that he stare all day and watch the playful squirrels, the cawing 

crows, the crowds that entered and exited, the cycle stands and so on. 

Ms. Indumathy’s descriptive skill is very like Jane Austen, who also had a similar style of 

writing. She has the same classical precision of structure, a gift of phrase and humour which 

highlight her narration. The vocabulary is not too high for a layman to understand. Jane 

Austen’s chief charms as a writer were her faithful observations, detachment, sense of 

humour, and irony and her tolerance for human failures. Her humour is quiet and delicate 

and there is a cool maturity about her work. She is mainly concerned with the aspect of 

domestic existence. Her concerns are how men and women live, marry and carry on with 

their ordinary lives. Her strength is her concentration upon the limited domestic world with 

its intimate portrayal of family life.   Her novel can be called as a domestic novel on par 

with Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice.  Her plots are simple, themes are not sensational 

and complications are minimal. Characters speak in simple conversational style which is 

one of the main success factors of the novel. 
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